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War-time Asilomar Lacks
Little; Speakers, Meets

PRO ARTE MEN

of other
things
By
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BOB CONAWAY

PERIODICALLY, New Year's
usher in new calendars, are usually
celebrations lasting out the holiday.
1943'S partying was as spirited as that
of any previous year, but it was
quality with no quantity.
Too many of the men were entire
ly out of the country, kept busy avoid The Pro Arte Quartet—Antonio Brosa, Laurent Halleux, Ger
ing a date with death. Others and
main Prevost, George Sopkin.
\vomen»were too tired from work, or
even still at it, in new war jobs miles
from their homes. These people had
no time for merrymaking—or its
after effects . . .
But for all, there seemed to be a
moment for resolution-making. And
for once—this annual event seemed
to mean something.

Pacific Student Elected
Future Co-Chairman
Seventeen students returned Monday from a five-day Asilomar-at-Berkeley conference which was acclaimed by many of its
planners as the best Alisomar conference ever to be held. Despite
tremendous obstacles which for a time seemed to call for the can
cellation of the event, a determined planning committee turned

String Quartet
R. CLARK WILLTAKE J.CRABBE'S To Play At
POSITION IN THE RADIO STUDIO Conserv.tory

HEAVY BOMBERS flew

over
Jap-held Wake Island, and the squint
ing bombardier (it might have been
former track star Lou Zamperini)
promised to "lay his eggs" accurately.
He remembered gallant marines,
thought of death by Jap guns—or
torture in a concentration camp. The
scene again.
new year would not play host to that
MacArthur's Australian troops,
many toughened by action in Africa,
wiped out another Jap blockhouse at
Buna, and resolved that invasion of
their homeland would never be. They
would continue chasing their bantylegged enemy at any cost.
A scrappy Barness Ross—marine
corporal on Guadalcanal, former hox~
ing champ—invited death from a doz
en jungle snipers, killed them all.
This was his resolution;—two fisted
action. .
A submarine gunner somewhere in
the Pacific rammed home his tor
pedoes with a vengednce. He might
have experienced Pearl Harbor or
known Finn Evans .• . .
f

NO DOUBT United States sol
diers and sailors everywhere had an
other resolve—or was this a prayer
that they held mutually with ninety
per cent of the world's populace?
And that was that they would be in
Berlin and in Tokyo before the end
o fanother year!
There was even possibility that this
hope would be realized, for the Axis
had taken the defensive—was even
back-tracking on most fronts. And
the experts who had said the war
would last another three years were
changing their tynes.
Booming United States production
was proving capable of supporting
mammoth armies and navies, with
enough left over for considerable
lend-lease to others in the family of
United Nations. Here, perhaps, ivas
the might that would make possible
a peace before the end of another
year.

ALL OF THIS had conspired to
make the average citizen highly op
timistic during the holiday, might
have occasioned promises of con
scientious aid. And this attitude it
seems, is sometimes more important,
than any material help coming from
it.
There is rationing, gas no less than
meat, butter, coffee, and impending
clothing shortages. Mr. Civilian might
use none of his basic coupons and
save both gas and rubber. He might
halve his consumption of scarce food(Continued on Page 3)

Mrs.Crabbe to Handle Production
Until Completion of Semester

College of Pacific's speech department was still stunned this
week after the unexpectedly sudden departure of John Crabbe
for the United States Navy; but the extensive planning that had
already been made concerning Crabbe's imminent departure has
been rapidly set in motion and the Radio Studio is continuing
operations with no wavering what
soever in activities.
According to Dr. R. C. McCall,
chairman of the speech department,
several carefully-prepared steps are
planned so that complete transfer of
the Radio Studio from the hands of
Crabbe into the hands of Professor
Robert D. Clark may be made with
out any pronounced hitch in Studio
quantity or quality of production.

IN NAVY

STEPS TAKEN
The machinery, part of which al
ready has been set in motion, has
been planned in the following man
ner :
1.) Professor John Crabbe, who
is at this moment studying at the
University of Cornell in Ithaca, New
York, under the auspices of the
United States Nav.y, has been grant
ed a definite leave of "absence from John Crabbe—He's m Ithaca
and the Navy, too.
the College of Pacific.
(2.) Professor Robert D. Clark,
now of the Stockton Junior College, will transfer largely at the end of
this semester to the senior college
after which he will take over the post
vacated by Crabbe.

Clifford Wisdom
Earns Naval
Commission

Clifford Wisdom a former Stock
ton Junior College student was made
an ensign in the U. S.-Naval reserve
and designated as Naval Aviator at
the graduation ceremonies from the
Corpus Christi Training Center, De
cember 18.
C^iff Wisdom volunteered for flight
training last February, after success
ful completion of primary and ad
vanced civilian pilot instruction. He
received preliminary naval instruc
tion at the Oakland reserve aviation
base ; and was transferred from there
to the Corpus Christi Naval Air
Training Center for basic and ad
vanced flight
training. In addition
to flight instruction in various types
of naval aircraft, lie completed a
thorough ground school course em
bracing the entire aeronautical syl
labus.
Ensign Wisdom and his classmates
were addressed by Rear Admiral Al
fred E. Montgomery, U.S.N., Com
mandant of the Corpus Christi Train
ing Center, just prior to the pinning
on of the gold Navy Wings.

WIFE TAKES OVER
(3.) Mrs. Crabbe, who plans later
this winter to join her husband in
New York, will handle all Studio
activities until Clark is available at
the end of the semester.
(4.) Inspite of these momentous
and relatively sudden changes the
offerings of courses in Radio will not
be changed and the extensive and
interesting Studio program which had
made the speech department the
largest in College of Pacific will
continue in full swing.
(5.) All parties concerned are con
fident that Clark will further en
hance the reputation of the Radio
Studio which Crabbe so ably built.
(College of Pacific is the only in
stitution on the coast to offer an
undergraduate radio major.)

FAREY TAKES WRITING
(6.) Art Farey, the man who pio
neered radio at the college will take
over one class in the studio: Radio
Writing and Production.
(7.) Professor Edward S. Betz, in
the absence of Clark, will handle all
forensic and debate work in both
colleges.
Dr. McCall made it clear that the
Radio Studio would in the long run
(Continued on Page 3)

"-••out a greatly needed, and enthusiastically met-with affair.

World-famous for their string
quartet music, the Pro Arte Quartet of Brussels, Belgium, will appear
at the College of Pacific auditorium
on Monday, January 11, as the sec
ond attraction of the Conservatory
artist series.
The Pro Arte'Quartet appeared
several years ago during the summer
session, the concert being given to
the Conservatory by, Mrs. Elizabeth
Sprague Coolidge, patroness of the
arts, and particularly of string quar
tet music. The concert was a mati
nee, and in spite of the intense heat,
the auditorium was filled.
Due to the war, the quartet is re
siding in this country; this concert
will be their first on the Pacific Coast
in several seasons.
The members of the quartet are:
1st violin—Antonio Brosa.
2nd Violin—Laurent Halleux.
' Viola—Germain Prevost.
Cello—George Sopkin.
The program will be as follows :
Quartet in C minor.
Brahms
Quartet opus 49
Shostokovich
Quartet in D minor
Schubert
("Death of the Maiden")
Students and faculty will be ad
mitted at the special rate of SO
cents plus tax. Music majors may
obtain their tickets at the Conservaory office.

Sunday Services
Vesper services will be held
Sunday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
The speaker will be Robert Burns
and his subject will be "Outlet for
Generous Enthusiasms."

PRE-REGISTRATIONS
SET FOR JAYSEE
Pre-registration for the Spring Se
mester of those now in attendance at
the Stockton Junior College will be
gin on January 18 and carry on
through two weeks ending on Janu
ary 30 at noon.
There are four steps in this pro
cess which are as follows:
(1) Procure a registration book
at the Registrar's Office in Room 102,
Administration Building.
(2) Consult the Personnel Office,
Room 109, Administration Building,
for an appointment with your coun
selor.
(3) Have interview with coun
selor and plan program.
(4) Complete registration by fiL
ing your book at the Registrar's Offive on January 28, 19, or 30. Books
may be handed in on these three days
only. Class cards are to be filed
along with the books, one card for
each course listed.

HIGH TOTAL
Over two hundred students repre
senting most of our California col
leges, plus delegates from both the
University of Nevada and of Arizona,
were on hand to take part in this
proceeding. Added to this, a faculty
of about twenty people, plus 'over
thirty town visitors and the total con
ference attendance amounts to over
two hundred and fifty people.
From the very first evening when
the delegates gathered in the lounge
of the Alpa Delta house for an in
formal get-together to the final eve
ning's culmination point, a commun
ion service in the Pacific School of
Religion chapel, a high spirit of fel
lowship'was encountered. The pro
gram met with a responsive audience
and grohps of students returned to
local campus determined to acquaint
students there with the factors which
came under discussion at Asilomar.

DAILY PLAN
Each day at Asilomar officially be
gan with breakfast at 7:15. However,
groups of students desiring to experi
ment with creative meditation met
before this hour in two small neigh
borhood chapels. After breakfast the
morning chapel was held where the
entire group was keyed-up for the
program ahead by the pointed, mean
ingful addresses of Reverend Cassidy,
whose radiant personality made him
one of the foremost conference fig
ures. From then on the program bit
a stride it never failed to hold.
Daily discussion groups on the
necessity'of a personal religion led by
outstanding west coast personalities
followed the morning spring board
addresses which made way for these
discussions by their pointing up of
present day issues in Religion and
life. In the afternoon groups in
social action techniques were held
which also proved highly satisfactory,
according to response.

NIGHT PROGRAMS
Evening meetings, led by compe
tent personalities who gave their
opinions on world events, bull-ses
sions galore, recreation led by Ralph
Fellerson, a Pacific student, a music
appreciation hour, delegation meet
ings, and many other like events went
to fill out the program and offer a
full day according to attendants, the
high spots of the conference were
the outstanding addressed by Dr.
Muelder during the morning spring
board hours, the elated attitude
which Dr. Muilenberg, the eminent
Pacific Coast religious historian, car
ried during the whole week and which
he espoused to his groups, the amount
of thinking that the students were
doing of a really serious nature, and
the new year's evening dance and
party.

PROBLEMS SOLVED

What this war-time conference
meant can hardly be put into words.
Students in attendance didn't leave
with all of their problems solved,
but they did go away with a sense
of having clarified the issues and of
(Continued on Page 5)
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Facing the New Year
The Nation in general is looking forward to 1943 as a,year
of victories. Optimists among us hope for total victory; others
plan only on definite steps toward it.
College of Pacific joins with the Nation in this hope for a
great brightening in the national outlook." But College of Pacific
is also concerned with its own outlook for 1943 — and here there
is no optimism. With definite news about the reserves recently
released, with the plans of the Army and Navy in regard to tak
ing over of colleges for the education of their personnel still vague,
our College—-and many other colleges just like it—is facing
the hardes't year it has ever faced.

By JACKIE JUDGE
• There are many stories told 0f
heroics during the war . . . There's
the tale of the Russian, girl sniper
who accounted for 309 German sol
diers . . . And there's the almost un
believable story of Barney Ross whose
life was saved when the bullet in
tended for him struck the watch his
father had left him.

The reactions of those of us concerned with the college are
varied. Some shrug: We've gone through three or four wars now
and they haven't closed us down yet. Others are serious: We've
got to face the facts. But you bet your bottom dollar we won't
close unless we're forced to. Others are cheerful: We're a cinch
to be selected by the Army for further education of officer ma
terial ; if we have to give up co-education and Liberal Arts, we'll
do it. Others are patriotic: Whatever happens to us doesn't mat
ter; what happens to the Nation counts.

But the most interesting to me are
the stories the boys home on leave
have to tell
. of the cold and mud
of Iceland ... of the freezing winds
of the Aleutians ... of the coupv
fogs of London and the music hall
singers . . . who sound anything but
melodious to us.

From the student point of view, here's the way things look.
Many students are withdrawing, daily because of war hys
teria. The Army Reserve will be gone by the middle of February.
Other reserves will follow shortly afterward. The exodus can
cause a type of hysteria to sweep students which could result in
mass evacuation. The main hope for the College now is that it
be taken over by the Army — co-education and Liberal Arts not
withstanding.
From the faculty point of view, things look like this.
JJie situation, beyond a doubt, is grave. However, everything
is not as dark as it seems. The chances that the Army will take
over are as good as they are anywhere else and better than in most
places. Hundreds of colleges — just like us — all over the Nation
are facing the same thing. Together we represent an integral part
of the Great American Education System. In other words, we
can't die. Things are going to be tough, granted; but we're going
to hang onto our hats, throw another log on the fire, keep plenty
of dry powder in the pan, and hope for the best and expect the
worst, etc.

A boy came home during the holi
days, home from the horror and gal
lantry that is Guadalcanal. And he
had a story to tell. He said there
was more truth than potery to he
story ank sketches in Life that con
cluded with, a now dead Marine fly
er's version of the Marine Hymn.
As I remember the version, it goes
like this, "O, the Army gets the
medals, and the Navy gets the queens,
but the buys who take the rooking
are the United States Marines."
He spoke of the ever-going poker
games, the waiting for the baseball
and football scores, the listening to
Bob Hope. The grim-lipped time the
fellow decided the Jap snippers in
terrupted the game too often and
went out to cool them down just as
he would have gone out to yell at a
Nobody ever really thought up any sort of nickname for howling alley catf home in Brooklyn.

Chris Kjeldsen-There Are
No Nicknames For Him

Superficially, an inspection of the viewpoints reveals two
things: The student outlcfok lacks responsibility; the faculty out
look whistles in the dark. Both outlooks are healthy American him. It seems quite odd but it is really quite obvious. You
reactions.
think up nicknames for guys who do something all the time
the
same way or have a tick or are bow-legged or vice versa
What will happen is an entirely different thing. No one
and smart or vice versa.
but a college editor would venture to look into the future.
But nobody ever really thought up
But this is the way things look.
a nickname for Chris Kjeldsen. And
After the war there will still be a College of Pacific and a
Stockton Junior College. They will remain unseparated if not
inseparable. That they will have taken — by that time — some
hard knocks, nobody will deny. Probably they will be absorbed
by the Army sometime this year. Perhaps confidential plans to
that effect are already going forward. If they are not taken over
by the Army, they will survive anyway. If the war ends this
year, all the above speculation becomes insignificant. If it goes
on three more years, the'colleges may have to close until the war
is over. Even if the war lasts ten more years and the Colleges
have been closed for eight of that ten, there will still be a College
of Pacific and Stockton Junior College after it is all over.
Which is to say, that we believe the administration of this
hybrid institution to be in the hands of far-sighted, level-headed,
intuitive and intelligent men. We believe that they know what

He told of the night he and
a couple of his buddies got hun
gry enough to raid the near-by
Jap camp . . . and started out
crawling over the battle-scarred
mucky ground. The shrapnel in
his leg was bothering him more
that's the best compliment you can
than usual, but it still wasn't bad
give anybody.
• enough to leave the battle . . .
They'd have to do more than
A BLOND
We haven't much in the line of up- that to stop him.
Qiris started out in the world as a to-the-minute stuff this week, as our
They finally reached the camp
blond. (His father and mother are campuses are recuperating from their and broke into the supplies,
undoubtedly blond. His grandfather holiday festivities—
emerging victorious with food.
the same. His great grandfather the
Then the homeward journey
same. And so on: clear back to Leif
But we do pity the poor uninform came. About a hundred yards
Erickson.) Undoubtedly he will re ed frosh who stayed on at their
away from the last sentry, they
main blond.
houses on campus during the week stopped . . . stil safe. And then
He played four years for College preceding Christmas—-to work or .' . . then there was a startled
of Pacific, was first string on the study, and were forced to fend for yell of a now-awakened guard.
varsity for four years. He got themselves when it came to the rou His rifle spoke, and its brothers
knocked around all the time; his tine of daily meals.
joined in.
head bashed in; his mouth spread all
The marine spoke to his bud
I he U. C. resident physician re dies, and there was no answer.
over his face; his ankles swollen
and black. But through it all he re ported this week that blood tests will . . . They were beyond the point
mained a blond.
no longer be given to incoming stud of answering. • His leg had two
ents, although they will be given to more pieces of steel, now. He
BIG GUN
Army, Navy and Marine reserves lay there that whole night, afraid
In his senior years he chased down applying for commissions.
to move.

Collegiana

they^ are doing and will continue to know what they are doing
Cotton Warburton in an open field,
throughout the gamut of hardship they will be forced to run.
was the star of every football game
On these men rests the fate of the Two Colleges. For them College of Pacific played, got called
"the best guard I've ever seen" by
the year 1943 is a challenge; probably the greatest they have ever the late great Howard Jones, was
had.
appointed captain of the USC Co-eds

U. S. C. girls held a pig-tail con
test several weeks ago, the decision
of the judges being announced in
this week's "Collegian"; the winner
possessed 24-inch plaits—which great
All-Adonis team. And he still re ly surpassed any and all rivals.
mained a blond and his head remained
about the same size.
I he Harvard-Yale crew races are

of interest to everyone in the coun
try over and are now one of the
many sports to be put on "For the
Duration' 'list.
These crew races started the first
intercollegiate rivarlies. In 1852 the
This year—because Ralph Fran
long series between Harvard and
PHYLLIS DODGE cis, last year's coach, has gone Yale began.

Upon graduation he took up a
position on the College of Pacific
—Stockton Junior College coach
ing staff. He's been there ever
since.
•

JACKTOOMAY
1?n,
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Manager
2-9218
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into the Navy, he took over the
coaching job for the Tiger bas gray-hair-making season with the Pa
ketball team.
cific Varsity.

GOOD TEAM
He now finds himself, in spite of
the war, in spite of everything, coach
ing one of the finest teams on the
coast, easily the finest team they've
ever had here.

POPULAR MAN

In fact everyone wishes him luck.
In fact everyone who knows him
loves him and everyone tries to
think up a nickname for him. And
even though his wife is blond and
Editorial Advisor
Now that he's come this far without his children are blond, still nobody
News Editor
being anything but a blond, nobody can think up a nickname for him.
You know why? Because it's
Societ Editor
sees any reason at all why he should
Photography not remain a blond even though a the greatest compliment any man
ever had not to.

Somehow the next morning he
started crawling back. He doesn't re
member that. He doesn't remember
hearing the guns barking. By that
time there was just one, steady, con
stant roar in his ears.
He reached camp and they shot
him full of dope and got him on the
closest ship. You'd think that was
just about all that could happen to
one human being . . . But it wasn't.
The ship they sent Jiigi home on was
torpedoed, and he was transferred
to another.
He finally got home . . . finally S o t
to a real hospital . . . finally read
a newspaper complete with football
scores . . . and read the unreal, real
stories of Guadalcanal. And ate a
home-cooked meal.
He sai dthat he wanted to go back.
The wounds were just about healed
now. He'dsit and play poker with
us, just like us for a while and then
his eyes would get that faraway look,
and he wasn't with us anymore. He
was back, getting the job over with.
The first time he left, he hadnt
wanted to go. But this time he
couldn't wait.
Strangely enough.
(Continued on Page 3)
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P. E. Department Expands
Muscle Building Program

OF OTHER
THINGS

PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES

(Continued from Page 1)
stuffs, free more for the starving
children of Europei
He might use his extra money (and
Don't miss the Pro Arte Quartet
there must be some left over, for on Monday, January 11.
the national payroll exceeds by far
or
the value of consumer goods) for
George Chavchavadze—world fam
A member of the P. E. faculty leaves campus to the tune of support of his government. War ous pianist who will appear as the
"Anchors Aweigh," and a professor from the music department, bonds are simply an investment—but third in the Conservatory artist series
they have an immediate purpose.
on January 26.
as his part towards the service, starts teaching tennis classes, (no

Five Days A Week" Is New
Theme For Sports Classes

pun intended).
FINALLY, there is that compTcte
What, we want to know is coming off? Or going on? We co-operation with the armed services
figure we've got a right to know
abount the Charles—Atlas-body-build;ng complex that our college has
suddenly fallen heir to. What about
Ralph Francis leaving the Physical
Education staff for the Navy and
what about Professor Bodley taking
over some tennis classes? We start
asking questions and here's What and
Why.

NO SISSIES
Seems that the armed forces have
stated in no uncertain terms that
college youths lack strength, endur
ance and agiliy.
But not these college youths—not
when the Army, Navy, Marines and
Pacific Physical Education depart
ment get through with them.
Really, it isn't as personal as all
that. In fact, next semester will see
a national physical education pro
gram in practice—one which will
make U. S. muscles bulge and give
them the needed endurance to chase
after the fleeing Nips.

OFFICIAL ORDER
About five weeks ago, a Govern
ment order came through which was
responsible for the present makeshift
five-days-per-week program for stud
ents in Reserve Corps.
But, next semester, enrollment in
this newly organized program (also
five-days-per-week)
will be compul
sory for reserve members. Regular
sports classes will be carried on for
other students, and anyone, whether
a member of a reserve corps or not
—may enter the new training.
Maybe, you fellows would like to
know what you're in for!

WAR COURSE
This new course in combatitives
will be specifically a war-preparation
course. The instruction and competi
tion of each activity within the
course will be based on actual war
time procedure and will differ from
the regular sports classes. Included
within the course are—sports and
games, hand to hand combat, gym
nastics and aquatics. For example
in swimming, you don't just learn
how to scissor-kick; instead you
come in contact with the type of
swimming especially developed for
landing, torpedoings, etc.
Right now there are whispered
complaints because of aching muscles
and chipped finger-nails.
The pres
ent doubled program which requires
enrollment in a sports class and an
other P. E. class for social and rec
reations purposes isn't going to hurt
anybody when you think of the train
ing ahead.

JOBS FOR GIRLS
Why are girls being trained as
well as the men ? Well, with WAAC,
or WAVE possibilities, defense work,
general health and the shortage of
rubber (if you'll permit the subtlety),
it's equally important that femmes re
tain their pulchritude, trimness, and
Miss America titles.
And we're lucky.

Because in some

schools the choice of a recreational
sport has been abolished and all the
time is being devoted* to builderuppers. Of course, some classes have
been eliminated with the increased
program and there will be fewer in-

DANCING
Wednesday — Saturday

T R I A N O N

TAKE IT
EASY
(Continued, from Page 2)
home was in the South Seas .
He used to rea da lot, but he had
quit that, too. Hemingway, dos PasoS
and Ormsbee had understated it as
far as he was concerned.
His first letter many, many months
ago had been filled with the sadness
of a young man leaving his youth
behind him. But his last letter wasn't
. . . It was filled with the joy of
a man who found his work, his part
in the scheme of things.
You might be interested in a line
of it. He said, "You know, the only
thing I really can remember to quote
is what I said over and over again
that night I crawled back to camp.
A Spanish Loyalist woman fighting
in the hills said it first. She said, 'It
is better to die on one's feet than to
live on one's knees'."

Clark Replaces
Crabbe
(Continued from Page 1)
suffer nothing from the temporary
loss of Crabbe. He had nothing but
praise for the excellent work Crabbe
had done.
"We have been exceedingly happy
with the thorough and efficient way
in which Crabbe has organized and
developed radio here. We regret
losing him even temporarily," said
Dr. MdCall.

QUOTABLE QUOTES
About Professor Clark he said, "I
consider him one of the outstanding
men in his field in the entire United
States. His broad and inclusive
training and his skill as an educator
will insure no impairment or radio
instruction, though, of course, we
must expect' slight changes in em
phasis."
tercollegiate athletics this year. But
that in turn will permit more valu
able coaching time.

and their personnel which is so much
an integral part of something called
morale. Morale has spurred beaten
armies into glorious victory; morale
has wrecked the mightiest of empires
in days; morale it was that builded
America; some even credit the en
durance of Christianity to the morale
of its foundersn and its subesequnt
followers.
To a soldier mgrale means con
tinuing associations with old friends,
making new acquaintances, living as
normal a life as is possible in the
artificial confinement of military
routine.
And to those who still have their
homes, their jobs, their families—
this takes an effort, but it is pleasur
able and worth every endeavor.
THE TIME it takes to write a
letter is probably more than doubled
with avaricious readings by thesoldier recipient. 'The thought behind
it, the trouble in transporting it over
seas, the hundred and one other little
details necessary before it is placed
in the hands of the addressee—all
these somehow seem to creep into
the understanding of a fighter as he
reads a letter from home. At ten
times the expense and trouble, it is
still worth it!
. Anotherfactor is the attitude of
the peaple near the encampment—
the ones the soldier must contact.
An attitude of disdain will breed
lonliness, discontent. A feeling of
friendship, an invitation to dinner,
a hearty smile will make of a soldier
a good fighter.
These will show why he must
fight. Will make him want to fight.
And that will win the war!

The choir is at the present time
working on a number by Frederick
Delius.
The last time they sang a number
by him was at a Music Educators'
National conference held in the Phil
harmonic Auditorium in Los Angeles,
several seasons ago, when they pre
sented "On Castle Walls"; the mu
sic is modulated and requires a good
deal of musical concentration.
The number they are now working
on is "Midsummer Song," which will
be used in the spring repertoire.
Professor Bacon is starting out on
his 1943 lecture recital series with his
first date as January 11.
On January 15 he will appear before
the Women's Club of King City.
January 18, the Monday Club of
Oroville.
The subject of all three of these
dates will be "The Place of Music In
a War-Torn World".
On the 21st he is appearing before
the Outdoor Club of Mill Valley,
where his subject will be, "Some
Aspects of Modern Music."
The display pipes of the Kress
organ in Morris Chapel have been
installed, and admired by all who
have seen them.
Considerable progress has been
made during the holidays in the in
stallation of the new organ. Several

'IncompSetes'
Deadline!
Students having incom
pletes for Junior College
courses given at the end of
last semester must remove
these by the end of the cur
rent semester. Otherwise
they will become *F's. This
announcement was made
from the Registrar's office
today.
chests and several ranks of

We've heard from some former
Pacific music majors who are now
in the service;
Dick Garber, Arizona; Felton
Fletcher, Hawaiian Islands; Clayton
Long, Alaska ; Althur Holten, San
Luis Obispo; Norman Chapman and
Stan Rutherford, Santa Ana Air
Corps Band; Bob Noble and George
Hyde, La Junta Field, Colora'do,
(band) ; Charles Felsenthal, San An
tonio, Texas; Sam Smith, Bakersfield; Ed Desjardin and Eunel Enderlin, Fresno; Eugean Lancelle, Pete
Pinkerton, Norman Lamb, David
Jones and Paul Lutz are stationed at
Stockton Field. Julius Lang is in
Arkansas, Hugh Hutchins is with
the Douglas Aircraft in Africa.

If you want a job —

HUMPHREY'S

(Since 1896)
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
California at Weber—Stockton
• We Train You—Place You •

THE WONDER
DOWNSTAIRS STORE:

— Thirty —
W. R. Wool rich, University of
Texas dean of engineering, has been
elected president of the newly-organ
ized Engineering College Research

JUST UNPACKED

association.

SLACK
SUIT

SUGGESTS

MODERN TREND
Anyway, on these cold winter
mornings, if you enjoy being modern,
nice even rows of calisthenic can-cans
are a lot more stimulating and ap
pealing than red flannels.

LONG SLEEVE

(New Viking Cloth)

Its Tebilized
Smartly Tailored

Attention
Students!
Would you like to work in
your College Book Store?
•

If you have any free time
between
9:50 — 12:35
submit your application to
MR. MORRIS.

*

THE COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE

Stitched Slit
Pockets

ma&e-ap
tii at CHaAfa . .
ALL THROUGH THE DAY
Apply All-Day Foundation .

. . hides
tiny blemishes,.gives a radi
ant glow (8 shades)... LOO

finish with Elizabeth Arden Face Powder

mist-fine ever-so-clinging
. . And how it flattersl . .
1.75 and 3.00
Two Powder Box
1.50 and 3.00
Prices pius lazes

HOLDEN DRUG CO.
347 E. Weber Ave.
Phone 4-4744

pipes

have been installed.
It is too early yet to make a defi
nite announcement as to the formal
dedication of the organ.

$6.98
Sizes 12 to 20
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MORE ATHLETES
IN UNCLE
SAM'S FORCES
Mr. Charles "-Nap" Easterbrook,
Lt., U.S.N.R., has charge of the
recreational program at Treasure
Island in San Francisco Bay. For
some of his facilities he has a
large swimming pool, a ten-lane
bowling alley, a skating rink, three
basket ball courts, badminton and
volley ball courts, a boxing ring,
eight training rooms, and plenty
of other training devices at his
disposal.

DIG
I Went Through Tule Lake City COMMANDO
IS PLANNED
VISITS CENTER
By DORIS WUDELL

SCA Prexy
Is Shown
Through Camp

"Squads right" and "To the rear
march" are familiar terms round
campus these days, so the comin
dance under the theme of "CorrT
mando Capers," will be right in th.
swing of things when the Freshmen
and Sophomores hold their tradition
al dance next Friday night, ajnuary
15, at the Philomathean Club. How
ever, everyone is invited this year
One student body card per coqple
will admit you into the gaily deco
rated commando atmosphere.
The dance is under the co-chair
manship of Bob Tumelty and Frank
Pierson and is to be informal. Music
will be by Bob Smith and his 10piece orchestra.
The main attraction of the even
ing will be the giving away of a $25
war bond. With each 25c stamp pur
chased at the victory hut in the main
hall of the administration building
the purchaser will receive a ticket for
the drawing on the bond to be given
away.
Dolores Perry has charge of the
decorations and1 Lorraine Thyret
bids.
Patrons for the affair will be: Mr.
and Mrs. Dick Reynolds, Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard O'Bryon, and Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Windmiller.

By ALAN PHILIP
About 35 miles southeast of Klammath Falls, as I traveled on the bus
headed for Reno, I came to a new
community—a community surrounded
Round About—Tuesday, 5:15-5:30.
by barbed wire. Here, in the middle
Pacific Musicale—Wednesday, 2:30of a barren, desolate, treeless lake bed,
2:45.
is located one of the largest towns in
Pacific Symposium — Wednesday,
California north of Sacramento. It is
3:00-3:30.
the War Relocation Authority Tule
Lake Project. As I approached I
Radio Stage—Wednesday, 9:30-10.
was absolutely amazed at the size
News Show — Thursday, 3:30-3:45.
of the Center with its four square
Children's Hour—Thursday, 5:15NAVY MAN
miles of tarpaper covered barracks.
Ed McArthur is Chief specialist, 5:30.
RECEPTION PARTY
Mergenthwirker — Thursday, 9:30U.S.N.R., at the Great Lakes Train
The bus stopped right at the front
10:00.
ing Center.
gate of the Project, and as I got off,
Exp. Theatre — Friday, 4:00-4:15.
Dusty Miller, class of 1942, is now
I was surprised to see quite a re
a Sargeant at the Bushnell General
ception party. I found that I was
A1
Philip—He
saw
a
Japanese
Hospital in Brigham City, Utah.
mistaken, however, but that they were
Relocation Center.
Doug. Dashiell, former coach RADIO NEWS
waiting to say "goodby" to a "boy
Each Thursday the Campus Studio
of the Junior College and an in
in khaki". He was a Nissei (Ameri
structor on speech, has been presents for a round up of the week's
can
of Japanese ancestry) who is a
promoted to the rank of captain activities on the campus and tells
Flying Sargeant in the United States
of
those
events
which
will
take
place
pnd is in charge of the physical
Army Air Corps. Incidentally, he is
training for the Army Air Forces in the near future. Also of inter
one of over 5,000 Nissei youth in the
est
on
the
program
are
tid-bits
ga
in the Western Area.
armed forces of the United States.
thered from other campuses telling
I met Roy Teshima, who was a
ALAMEDA MEN
of their activities and their part in
student at Pacific for a year and a
Les Dow and Bob Monogan, both the war effort. For a look at what
half before his evacuation last May,
graduated on the class of 1942, are Joe College is doing these days be
and we went into the little house at
now stationed at the Alameda Train sure and hear Radio News.
The annual poetry contest sponsor the gate to get my pass. Then after
ing Base.
ed
by the verse magazine "First The the M. P. had looked through my suit
RADIO
STAGE
Ian Hutcheon, '42, is in the Navy
Next Wednesday the Radio Stage Blade" will close on February 1, case, we headed for the Administra
Air Corps, Stationed at Corpus
Christi, Texas, as an Aviation Cadet. Players have a treat in store for 1943. Any student who wishes to tion Building to get the signature of
Flothill Cannery refund checks for
you in the form of two fifteen-min
the Director of Internal Security. The
submit poems for this contest should
students who turned in their equip
ute scripts. The scripts chosen are
man who holds that important posi
from the collection of De Maupas have them in Mr. Olson's hands by tion is Dr. Harold "Jake" Jacoby, ment are available in Mr. Robert
Fenix' office, room 106.
sant's works and are really chillers. that time.
»
formerly Professor of Sociology here
There are two lists of names of
Both are ghost stories, the first be
at
Pacific.
"Jake"
is
as
well
liked
CIFCA PUBLICATION
ing entitled merely THE GHOSTS,
by the residents of Tule Lake as he those students who are entitled to
This anthology is published under
and the second, A WIFE'S CON
was here, so our loss was very defi receive the mone|- posted on the oc
cupational bulletin board outside of
FESSION. For chills and thrills be the auspices of the California Inter nitely their gain.
the Junior College office, room 104.
sure and listen next Wednesday night collegiate Fellowship of Creative Art. RESIDENTIAL SECTION
The engagement of Pauline Craw
People whose names are listed can
at 9:30 on KWG.
This year's issue of "First The
After a "reunion" with "Jake", we
ford to Bill Ramsey was revealed
go
to Mr. Fenix and obtain their
at a dinner party at the home of her PACIFIC'S LOSS
Blade", the California Intercollegiate went down into the Village—that is,
refund.
the
section
of
the
Project
where
the
parents last Sunday.
Christmas Day, John Crabbe of the Anthology of Student Verse, will be
residents live. As far as the eye
Both are Pacific graduates, and Campus Studio received a Christmas volume fifteen.
out, the late-comers had to steal lum
were quite active in musical affairs present from the Navy Department.
There will be generous prizes for reaches, almost, is nothing but row ber in order to make chairs to sit
on campus.
The present (if you could call it that) the best poems concerning the War after row of identical barracks.
on! Because of the well-known Jap
It was cold and there was a heavy
Pauline was formerly president of contained orders for him to report and the Homeland, and for the best
anese ingenuity, it is amazing what
Mu Phi Epsilon, and Bill was an January 1st at Cornell University in lyric, narrative, and humorous verse. layer of frost on the ground, so all
they have done to make their rooms
active member of Phi Mu Alpha. He Ithica, New York.
Millard Sheets, well known California the stovepipes were belching forth become home.
clouds
of
coal
smoke.
People
were
was also the former scribe of this
John has been in V-ll (the Navy) artist who this year is a judge of the
COMPLETE TOUR
column.
for the past several months but was national exhibit of paintings for the going about their various jobs very
After nearly a complete tour of the
At the present, Pauline is teaching not expecting to be called until Feb Metropolitan Museum of Art in New busily, trucks buzzed around the
in the Rio Vista Grammar school, ruary. Few of us knew anything York 'City, will contribute the frontis streets, a crew of firemen were hav Project, including the hospital, the
and Bill is a sargeant in the Army, about it until we arrived back the piece. The anthology will be.publish ing a drill, and in the square (which schools, Red Cross, Veterans of For
eign Wars, Floral Arts, Art, Recrea
stationed at Fort Ord, Monterey.
28th of December from Christmas va ed in April by the Ward Ritchie is really a fire-break) boys were play
tion, community service, and many
ing
football.
The
people
are
busy.
cation, but luckily most of his stud Press, the products of which are col
other departments; and after three
Our own campus, being so out ents and friends were able to see lector's items. The pre-publication Some work in the fields, others do
standing in the field of music, can't him and wish him luck the night price will be $1.25 plus four cents carpenter work, some in the offices, days of talking with the residents of
the Project, I found it time to leave.
do much but stifle the smile that before he left.
tax; after April 1, it will be $1.45, still others find work in the hospital.
In
that short time I had gotten a
Yes, they get paid—$12 a month for
will arise when they hear that U. C.
Bobbin Gay Crabbe, (John's wife) plus five cents tax.
glimpse
at what we are doing to
unskilled
labor,
$16
for
skilled
work
is now offering a music course to is taking over the radio studio until
COLLEGE ENTRANTS
ers, and $19 for professional jobs, these people—15,000 of them, nearly
the students—that of bassoon playing. the end of the semester when she
The sponsors of the anthology- such as doctors and teachers!
75% of whom are American citizens.
hopes to be able to join him. At
I asked myself a good many ques
Necessity of an integrated Uni that time a new man will take over point out that during the past fifteen REAL FOOD
versity during war time" was stressed John's position as radio director. R. years, four students from the College
At lunch time I came back and ate tions on the way home, and they are
last week on the U. C. campus by D. Clarke of the speech department of Pacific have entered five poems in in the administration dining hall. It not answered yet. We are going to
President Robert Gordon Sproul to has been appointed to fill the spot. this contest, but have won no prizes. was a real meal, too; lots of meat, have a lot to answer for when this
the students of the seven University All of us joint in wishing John lots Pacific should be among the prize butter, coffee and all. The first thing is all over, and we realize what we
winners this year. Anyone who wish
have done. May it not happen loo
campuses.
I wondered was whether the residents
of luck and smooth sailing.
es to submit one cfr more poems
late!
got that kind of food. I found out,
sho'uld have them in Mr. Olson's
MERGIE
and the answer is a very definie "no".
Well Mr. Mergenthwirker and his hands no later than February 1.
I ate for the next three days in.the
pals are back with us again and find
mess hall of the village, and I cer
themselves in the midst of more ex of time the Lobblies come to his res tainly don't blame the kids for beef
citing adventure. This week Mergie cue. Don't forget to listen in to this ing about the food. I ate rice twice
and the Lobblies went for an exciting show. Mergie haj. proved to be one a day, and had potatoes and bread
Your Neighborhood
airplane ride which was nothing com of the most popular shows being aired with it There was very little meat,
A NEW, COOL SPACIOUS
pared with their coming adventures. from the studio. Those of you who or vegetables and never any dessert.
Jewelers
It seems that next week Mergie and follow it each week will back up this That must get mighty tiresome three
SHOP LOCATED ON
the boys get mixed up with a gang statement, and those of you who times a day for months at a time.
HEARTS & CHARMS
PACIFIC AVE.
of smugglers. They succeed in break haven't been keeping up with the
To me, the worst thing about the
ing up the gang, but not before'they show will surely want to, after hear camp life was the break-up of the
Next to the Green Frog
have some narrow escapes. McGee ing the coming show.
On Pacific Avenue
family, which ordinarily among the
almost loses his life but in the nick
Japanese
is
very
strong.
As
was
BESIDE THE BOOKSHELF
The Bookshelf up until now has mentioned earlier, they live in bar
been broadcast by John Crabbe, but racks. Each of these barracks is di
since the Navy got him his wife vided into four rooms, the largest of
Bobbin Gay has taken over the re which are 20 by 20. In each of these
viewing of popular books. For a rooms lives an entire family with
Operated by
SHELL PRODUCTS—TIRE
good review of the current favorites no partitions to give any semblance of
Associated Women's Students
be sure and listen to BESIDE THE privacy. When they arrived, all that
AND BATTERY SERVICE
was in these rooms were enough
BOOKSHELF.
Army cots for the family and a
FOUNTAIN SERVICE and SANDWICHES
ROUND ABOUT
stove. What furniture they have,
Back on the air again is Scoot they have made out of scrap lumber—
At All Hours
Rogers' and Peggy Hurt's ever pop they were not even given materials
ular
show.Round About. They have to work with. The first groups there
HOT LUNCHES AT NOON
Phone 3-0604—2302 Pacific
an entirely new show for you which were lucky because there was lots of
I'm sure you won't want to miss.
lumber lying around, but after it ran
Beside the Bookshelf — Monday,
3:45-4:00.
Pacific Previews — Tuesday, 3:454:00.

Poetry Contest
Sponsored By
Magazine

Cannery Refund
Checks Are
Now Available

Bill Ramsey . Is
Engaged To
Graduate

PACIFIC BARBER
SHOP .

CUB

KING JEWELER

HOUSE

Shellubrication

Sibley E. Bush
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Epsilons Hold Reception
For Miss Lit Kahan

SCA Calendar:
Meeting of the Cross Roads!
pate: Tuesday, January 12th.
Time: 4:15 p. m.
place: Student Christian Asso
ciation Building.
Topic: The War and Race Pre
judiceSub-topics:
1. Psychological Effects.
2. Sociological Effects.
3. Economic EEffects.

Wartime Asilomar
Lacks Little

EDITOR
Scott Beatie

CUPID RAMPAGES
AT ALPHA THETE
Behney, Sommers Announce
Their Engagements

KNOLES
NOTES •

SILVER HEARTS
for friendship
bracelets

Student "heat cops" police dormi
tories to hold down fuel oil con
sumption at Mount Holyoke college.

HAS. HAAS & SONS
JEWELERS

425 E. Main St.

An informal reception for Lillian Kahan, star of "Arsenic and
Old Lace," will be held at Epsilon tonight after the opening per
formance of the play which features Lillian as Abby Brewster.
Members of the cast and special friends of Miss Kahan's will be
present along with members of Epsilon to offer congratulations on

the first performance.
Mary Jane Armstrong, heads the
following committees: Decorations,
Rose Ann Chatton, Bettegene Otto,
Ruth Staples, Priscilla Keefer, Jean
Downey; Preparations, Mary Dean
Lindsley, Betty Kinear, Barbara
Baxley, Jean Hall; Food, Sally RineNuptials Climax Sixhart,
Lois Johnson, Phyllis Dodge;
Month Romance
Clean-up, Iola Brubeck, Lucy HardCulminating an engagement of six ing_ Maxine Barks> Sonja Hayward,
months, Martha Shaw and Cliff Wis- g]v;ra Qiorgi
dom said "I do" in Reno on January
SECRET THEME
2, when they took their vows in mar
Although the theme remains a sec
riage before Rev. Busner of the First
ret, members of Epsilon and their es
Methodist church.
corts for the Epsilon Formal Dance
Martha and Cliff first met last year
tomorrow night feel certain there
on the Pacific campus where both
will be touches of Stardust and beams
were attending college; but it wasn't
of moonlight to set the mood for the
NEW LIFE
until July that they became engaged.
music of Bob Smith and his orches
While "Cal" will undoubtedly find
his new life to his liking, there will ANNOUNCEMENT
tra.
The marriage was announced Mon
be a few aspects of his campus life
The as-yet-incomplete list of those
that he will miss. The solitude, and day night at Martha's sorority, Alpha who will attend is as follows: Pat
comfort of Hec Hancock's bed, wein- Thete Tau, by the traditional box of Boynton, Ray Kosich; Shirley Troyers everyday for lunch from Earl chocolates which had hidden within it er> Tom Butler; Verle Goble, Joe
Klapstein; blissful rides in Bob Nick. . . . .
,
, . , Kegler; Iris Jane Jacobs, Skeets
_ , .,
„ ,/
„. . - „
kel's "Black Maria"; snoozing in a small blue card saymg: Married Schmidt;
Sally Rinehart, Dexter
front of the glowing fireplace; Presi
Martha and Cliff.
Mayhood; lone Angwin, Bob Ijams;
dent Knowles' World Today class;
Martha's home is in Berkeley where Margaret Ernst, Dock' Jasper; Sonja
and joyful romps with his gal friend she attended University High School Hayward, Lester Covell; Beverly
"Hans," will be but a memory soon. and was active in student body affairs. Gardner, Howard Staples; Virginia
,
,
c ,i. Rathbun, Don Stewart; Jane Dac,
ANIMAL FRIEND
She
was. also a member of the
v
c
shiell, Fred Holden; Pidge Keefer,
The Rhizites aren't denying that
Thracian Club.
Bob Dewey. Marcella Dobrasin, Robthey will miss their four-footed
She entered Stockton J. C. last year ert Stefan; Peggy Hurt, Neil Laufriend more than a little bit. His
cheerful welcome, consisting mostly as a freshman and in a very short rence Rogers Jr.; Lucy Harding,
of a wag of the tail; his care-free time became well known on the cam- Ken Graue; Lillian Kahan, Bill Gilir
.
- ,. ,
more: Doris Jean Rehnert, Frank
antics; the way he capered over the pus. Martha
is a member of Alpha
'
'
-7
_... '
Wenner;
Kay Ladas, Bill Hanson;
football field at every practice; how Thete Tau sorority, and is also affil
he loved to swim at "Malibu"; and iated with Phi Sigma Gamma honor Marjorie Mehl, Willie Boyarsky;
Phyllis Dodge, Bob Nikkei; Jeanne
most of all, just being a good friend; ary society of foreign languages.
Hall, Bob Christensen; Ellen Kuhn,
bringa note of sorrow into their
Her parents are Mr. and Mrs. Ar
Bill Connarn; Jean Beaton; Bob Mchearts as they prepare to bid him thur H. Shaw of Berkeley.
Murtry; Jane Skinner, John Lundadieu.
LOCAL BOY
blad.
TAIL WAGGING
Cliff, who is the son of Mr. and
So it may be with a bark and a wag Mrs. T. D. Green, is a local boy; PERSONNEL
Betty Jean Morrison heads the fol
of the tail of "Cal", that our troops and he attended Stockton High
lowing list of committees: Bids,
are thus welcomed to Tokio.
School before coming to C. O. P.
Beverly Gardner, Virginia Rathbun;
While attending J. C., he was F
pres
" .
"7 ;
;
Decoration, Carol Cole, Jean Miller,
ident of the Ski Club and very r ," • ' , , T
.
. ,,
active in Junior College Sports.
farol Rothenbush, lone Angwin VerLast February Cliff joined up 'e, Go"e' "S Jane Jacobs, Food,
with the forces of Uncle Sam and Marcella Dobrasin, Louvan Kolher;
immediately began his primary Preparations, Patty Boyton, Jean
r
,*
xt
1 A
Beaton. Jeane Davis; Clean-up, Pegtraining for the Naval Air Corps
^
\
r» ^ c u
at the Oakland Airport. He was gy Hurt, Alice BrowMee, Patty Schuler
. Margaret Ernst, Kay Ladas, HelThe Zetagethean Club held a short then transferred to Corpus Christ!
business meeting Tuesday night in the where he reeived his commission en PanosS. C. A. building and the elected the and gold wings in December. After CHAPERONES
Chaperones for the dance include
officers for next semester? They are: enjoying a two-week's furlough, in
President, Phyllis Magnuson; vice- which time he and Martha were Mr. and Mrs. Ken Stocking, Dr.
president, Roberta Smith; corre married, he left for Norfolk, Va., and Mrs. Dick Reynolds, and Mr.
sponding secretary, Alice Blayney; where he awaits further orders.
and Mrs. Garrigan.
recording secretary, Betty Viets;
treasurer, Bernice Kempschmidt; hisMajor General Lloyd R. FredenPhone
torial, Bette Hall, musician, Carol dall, commander of the Army con
tingent that landed recently at Oran,
Hannah.
The engagement of Old Hartin to Morocco, is a former professor of
Wayne Fender was announced by military science and tactics at the
placing a model bride doll on a table University of Minnesota.
with traditional chocolates—and a
19M FMifla Ave.
Centre College has its first organ
cardwi th the two names op it, at
ized student band in 12 years.
the doll's feet.
Pastry and Delicatessen
Professor Walter Langley Fertig,
Northwestern University's memor instructor in English and director
Always Delicious—Always
Ready—Orsi's Ready-Cooked
ial to its students who fought in the of musical activities on the Wabash
Foods
Civil war, a 16,020-pound siege gun College' campus, has left for Naval
INDEFINITE PLANS
Open Evenings and Sundays
used
at
Fort
Sumpter
in
the
early
training
at
Northwestern
University.
Although wedding plans are rather
indefinite for both couples, we want days of that war, has been presented
to wish them all the luck in the to the government as scrap iron.
world.

It may be old news by now, but
the night of December 17, at Alpha
Thete Tau sorority was an evening
(Continued from Page 1)
of good news and big surprises. Cupid
having taken some essential first-steps
wasn't satisfied with announcing just
toward a progressive enlightenment. one engagement—no, he had to pull
The sense of community, the feeling two blissful couples out of his ro0f being a part of a total world move matic bag of tricks.
ment, the international aspects of the
CHIMES RING
event, were all so vividly felt as to
Starting the evening off right was
he a real part of the personalities
the ringing of the chimes which sent
of those who took part in the various
an excited pledge out to bring in the
activities which went on.
box of chocolates which disclosed the
If there were to be no more such
engagement of Betty Behney and Lt.
conferences for the duration of the Bill Schroebel.
war the committee which planned
Betty, at the present time, is prac
this Asilomar would still feel as tice teaching at the Jefferson Gram
though it had accomplished much in mar school. She will graduate from
the way of providing right attitudes Pacific in February where she will re
toward the order of the future. ceive her elementary teachers cre
dentials. Then she will immediately
However, with the election of Allan
begin to teach in the Stockton dis
Philip from Pacific to the co-chair trict.
manship of next year's Asilomar,
FOUR YEARS
along with Margie Dodds from Cali
During her four years on the cam
fornia, there is assurance that every
pus, she has been very outstanding
thing possible will be done to see
in both activities and scholarship. She
that the tradition is cafried on.
was a member of the Junior College
Honor Society, and also belonged to
LOCAL DELEGATES
Among the delegates from Pacific Nu Alpha Kappa, sophomore Honor
were: Miss Essey Tucker, Doris Society for Women.
In her junior year, she was presi
Johnson, Ruth Dudley, Daisy Toy,
Laverne Ruff, Ann Hunt, Norm Clay dent of her sorority, Alpha Thete;
ton, A1 Philip, Gene Molle, Charlie and was also co-chairman of the
Reeve, Ralph Fellerson, who is the Mardi Gras. During her senior year,
alternate chairman for next year's she was a member of Kappa Pi Alpha,
event; Weber Fisher, Marian Sill, senior Women's Honorary Society.
Dick Toothacher, Mildred Berger,
ATTEND LOCAL SCHOOLS
Ava June Colliver, and Seaman Bill
Lt. Schroebel, prior to his entrance
Kennedy of fhe Coast Guard, who
into the Army, resided in Stockton,
was president of our local associa
and attended Stockton High schools.
tion last year.
He is a graduate of University of
California where he was affiliated
with Phi Kappa Tau fraternity. He
entered the Army in 1940, and receiv
ed his commission in the infantry at
Fort Benning, Georgia. At the pres
et time, he is stationed at Camp Ed
wards, Mass.
The next big news was another box
Dr. Tully Knoles spoke last Mon of candy; and cleverly arranged in
day at the first meeting of the Board the center of the candy was a ring
of Commonwealth in San Jose. Jan box; coming out from the box were
uary S, 1943, he spoke to the Presby two narrow strips of red ribbon
terian Men's club in Stockton. His with both Nadine Sommer's and Jack
subject was connected with the war Silva's picture set on two small red
and the church. Wednesday, January hearts.
6, 1943, he spoke to the Chamber of
Commerce at 7:00 o'clock in the LIFE STORY
Nadine, who is the. daughter of
Morning. His subject was "College
Mr.
and Mrs. Sommers, graduated
in the War". He was speaker for the
Thursday morning assembly, aqd his from Stockton High School, and then
topic was "Scholarship and the War." came out to the Pacific campus where
Sunday he will travel to Fresno, she received her J. C. certificate.
She then attended Maude Corn
where he will speak to the First
Methodist church in the morning, and wall's Secretarial School; and at the
•n the evening he will talk to the St. present time, she is employed by the
Moore Equipment Company.
Paul's congregation.
Jack, who was originally from
Everyone will like to know that
Stockton, attended Santa Clara Uni
Or. Knoles celebrated his birthday
versity. In June of 1940, he entered
Wednesday.
the Army; and is now in advanced
training of the Army Air Corps at
Chanute, Illinois. He will receive his
commission and wings this Saturday.

F

Rhizites' Dog,
Loved Mascot,
To Leave

Mary Jane Armstrong Heads
Several Prep Committees

4 9

Main & El Dorado
r»RII<Phone 2-4893
L1KUG Poplar & Yosemite
Q, O ,
Phone 2-5143
Everything to he found in a
first class drug store.

To the long list of Rhizites already
enrolled in the service of their coun
try, will be added the name of "CjI,"
the house's canine mascot. Within
a week, "Yard-Bird Cal," will trade
the care-free life he has led on the
Pacific campus for the more rigor
ous life of the Army. The Army
has not yet made it clear it's inten
tions as to what branch of mditary
life "Cal" will be assigned to. The
members of Rhizomia are confident
though, that "Cal" will find his way
to the intelligence department. After
all, "Cal" has attended Some of the
best classes, and in general, achieved
a cultural background during his stay
at the College of Pacific. It will be
a bitter disappointment to the fellows
of Rho Lambda Phi, if "Cal" is not
considered officer material.

i—<i

tt t •
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Shaw-Wisdom
Married In
Nevada

Zetagatheans
Select New
Officers

.
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6-6324

ORSTS

SHAVE
HITLER
SAVE:
AMERICA
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Army Reserve Information
Released By Corson

War Comm. Extends Plans
To Symbolic Victory Flag
Ensign to Honor the Soldiers
That Have Gone to Fight
The rain has gone. The sun has come. Soon the leaves
will shelter the nakedness of the trees Above, the sky will
get intensely blue. Below life will before more tense too.
And as the trees don their garments of green, the boys, all
of them sooner or later will don their green, blue, or gray.
away . . .
And as the leaves, they will go

College Men May
Volunteer In
Mountain Troops

Those of us who will be left behind
will think, for there seems little else
that is worth while. We'll think
of the mistake we've made, and we'll
be able more clearly to evaluate the
mistakes we will yet knowingly make.
And then we'll go ahead and make
them, perhaps even more rapidly.
For.life's pace has become a steadily
increasing momentum. It is a limit
less abyss as long as it lasts.
CONCRETE STEPS
But we do what we can to make
some material thing that is constant
ly before us express that which we
have known. Monday, the War Com
mittee, through the action of Tom
Bowe, took its first concrete steps
to obtain a service flag. The Execuive Committee long ago sanctioned
the move. It has never been a ques
tion of who should do it. It has
never been a question of where the
money would come from. People
and resources almost beat the idea
to completion.
The flag will soon be on dis
play, dedicated and revered in
the names of the boys who will,
and suddenly have become men.
It is a recognition. Of service,
loyalty, love, life, and death.
SYMBOLIC EFFECT
It will be forever symbollic of an
intangible that defies expression. Like
the feeling yoh get of knowing all
of the boys for whom the service
flag of the first World War, which
Dr. Knoles has and will display. Ex
pressed most adequately by Dottie
Lamour in "Road to Morocco" when
she says, "I have the feeling of hav
ing been through all of this before."
There is an awe, an unknowing, a
disbelief in belief. But this is all
premature. We don't know how we
feel. We only know that we do.
For now that will have to be enough.
To help us define and understand our
own attitudes the War Committee is
planning a series of assetnbly pro
grams. Perhaps you've already felt
that in the little we've been able to do
so far. Much more is to follow.
ONE UNIT COURSE
This same Committee has passed
on a recommendation that there be
a one-unit course introduced next
semester for both colleges dealing
with America and the War. Armed
with this knowledge it is hoped that
we will be able to define, to know
what we're doing and why. To be

College men who wish to, may
volunteer before induction, in the
Mountain Troops of the United
States Army, no longer by enlistment
but by voluntary induction through
their draft boards.
The above news was contained in
a bulletin sent out by the National
Ski Association which is in charge
of approving candidates to the moun
tain forces. Candidates for this spe
cialized division need not be skiiers
or mountaineers.
The bulletin reads as follows: "It
is not sufficiently known that we are
glad to consider the applications of
any young men who are merely firstclass raw material." '1

PHYSICAL FITNESS
Men who have lived and worked
in the mountains, such as rock climb
ers, trappers, packers, guides, pros
pectors, timber cruisers, good skiiers
who are physically fit for rigorous
mountain training are preferred and
any experience along this line will
prove helpful but it is not necessary
as long as the candidate is physically
fit to stand the rigors of this work.
Men wishing to join the moun
tain troops are to proceed as follows :
Fill out and send to the National Ski
Patrol System, 415 Lexington Ave
nue, New York, the questionnaire,
(which may be gotten through the
Dean's office) and do not fail to ;.rovide letters of recommendation from
officials or other responsible individ
uals who can testify to your quali
fications for service in the mountain
forces—qualifications which should
include exceptional stamina and abil
ity to live and take care of yourself
in the open.

able to follow Iogicall yin the intellec
tual realm that which we know now
and are yet to experience in the in
evitable emotional reaction realm.

•

Palace
Candy Stores

Maybe when the leaves fall
from the trees again—perhaps
when the boys come back again
possible after the sky has rid it
self again of its excessive bur
den—after the rains have come
and gone, perhaps they will have
cleansed.

LUNCHES — DINNERS
216 E. Main St., Store No. 1
Telephone 7-7171 — Stockton

Pacific Coffee Shop
H O M E

Charles Mokaio, former Hawaiian
student and-member of Pacific's foot
ball team, is now stationed at the
Army Air Corps Glider School, at
Victorville, California. Mokaio went
to the glider pilot training base after
a preparatory training with the C.
P. T. program through the College
of Pacific. His present rank is staffsargeant.
Dan Looney, former Pacific athlete
and wffiner of conference meets in
the 440 dash contents, is now sta
tioned at the Monterey Presidio.
Also at the Presidio of Monterey
are "Dusty" Miller former football
star and Tom Ferrari formerly mem
ber of the J. C. football squad.
Harry Tremaine, once a Pacific
student and track man is now a mid
shipman in the U. S. Navy. He is
training at Notre Dame College in
a V-7 program. (He was commis
sioned December 24 as an ensign.)

C O O K I N G

BREAKFAST-LUNCH-DINNER
COLLEGE PRICES
at

According to reports received by Dean James Corson, the
Armed Services Liaison Representative, some official information
affecting students by the War Man Power Compiission has been
released recently.
By January 1, 1943, the War Department completed its prep,
arations to call to active duty en-'t
listed reserve corps students covered ferred until July I, 1943, or until
by Section (G-7) of the Army plan. otherwise directed by the War Man
These students will thereafter begin
power Commission.
to receive orders to report for ac
In announcing the plans for defer
tive duty at designated times and
places. No orders will be given to ment, Chairman McNutt urged all
report on a date prior to two weeks male university and college students
after the completion of the students'
to remain in school until called for
first academic, quarter, term, or se
mester terminating after December rflilitary service. Students, including
those in the 18-19 year old group
31, 1942.
should not hesitate to enroll to begin

TWO WEEK WARNING

By this interpretation, a member
of the Army Enlisted Reserve Corps
enrolled in a college or university in
which the current quarter, term, or
semester ends prior to December 31
can return and is assured that he can
complete the next quarter, term, or
semester. However, if he is enrolled
in a college or university in which
the current quarter, term, or semes
ter ends after January 1, 1943, the
student may expect to be called to
active duty two weeks after the
close of the semester.
The above program does not in
clude the Air Corps Reserve. A stu
dent who is a member of the Air
Corps Enlisted Reserve will be called
to active duty at the discretion of
the Air Corps and at such time as
he can be immediately assigned to
training.

their college training at this time.
He stated: "The War Manpower
Commission is planning ahead so
that there, may be adequate reserves
for leadership in professional and
technical fields to avoid serious short
ages."

SKI TROOPS
For men interested in skiing there
is an opportunity for undergraduates
to join the mountain ski troops di
rect through recommendation of The
National Ski Patrol Svstem.
Dr. Raymond L. Kilgour, erstwhile
instructor and tutor at Harvard and
Radcliff, has been engaged to teach
French and serve as assistant librar
ian at Carleton College, Northfield.
Dean C. H. Rogers, University of
Minnesota college of pharmacy, has
been elected 1943 president of the
Minnesota

Pharmaceutical

associa

tion.

F

O

X

CALIFORNIA
WHITE CARGO
Hedy Lamar — Walter Pidgeon
and
MEXICAN SPITFIRE
SEES A GHOST

deferment through Selective Service
of students not in the Army or Navy
Reserve Corps and faculty. Students
who will be deferred until the end
of the academic term which is in
progress on March 1, 1943, include:

Playing Sunday

VITAL INFO

SIERRA

(1) All medical students (includ
ing hospital internes and residents),
dental students, and veterinary stu
dents enrolled in approved institu
tions and subject to Selective Ser
vice; and all pre-medical, pre-dental,
and pre-veterinary students who have
A noticeable increase in number completed one year of study in ap
of students from outside the conti proved institutions.
nental United States is reported by
THE GENERAL
(2) All graduate students enrolled
the Catholic University of America.
in approved engineering curricula;
DIED AT DAWN
and all undergraduate students who
Qualities of American gasoline that have completed one year of study in
with
are affected by adverse conditions of approved engineering curricula.
storage are being studied at the Uni
Madeline Carrol
(3) All undergraduate and grad
versity of Texas under supervision
Gary Cooper
of H. H. Power, professor of petrol uate students in approved colleges
and
universities
who
are
specializing
eum engineering.
Now Playing
in chemistry, physics, or bacteriology
and are within two years of com
Dr. Esson McDowell Gale, who
pletion of the specialized curricida. +>—
has just returned from a special
government mission to China, has MAN POWER EDICT
j Stockton's most up-to-date
been appointed acting James Orin
(4) All full-time instructors and all
Murfin professor of political science part-time instructors also devoting the
DRY CLEANING PLANT
at the University of Michigan.
balance of their time to study in any

THEATRE

I

2041 Pacific Avenue

Featuring

Vital Material Affecting All
Reserve Men Is Published

Reports have come through that CONFUSION STRAIGHTENED
Jack Devoe a former Pacific Little
Some confusion has arisen as to
Theatre star is now a private first
apparent
differences between the re
class and is stationed somewhere in
lease mailed to colleges and univer
Australia.
sities by the Council and that which
Charles A. Bottarini, one-time Pa appeared in the public press. The
cific student, is now an instructor latter was an official press release;
at the Naval Training School, New the former, the official plans as ap
port, R. I. His present rank is proved by the Secretaries of War
and Navy and the War Manpower
lieutenant.
Commission. The only differences
Carter W. Dunlap, former Pacific were in the form in which the state
student, is now an ensign in the ments were presented.
N. S. N. R. and is completing his
The War Manpower Commission on
training at Cornell University.
December 18 approved occupational

Ed Parker, a former student at
Pacific, is an ensign in the Navy. He
PATROL JUDGES
The National Ski Patrol System holds the position of an instructor
will use its best judgment in consid at the Naval Advanced Pilot Train
ing School, Corpus Christi, Texas.
ering questionnaires, and its decisions
are not subject to review. Even
William R. Kirkman, a Pacific man
though a questionnaire is approved,
turned Marine, is now in training
there can be no guarantee that our
at the Marine Corps Training school,
recommendation will be accepted by
San Diego, California.
the Adjutant General's office.
"Choices open to college men are
Texas A. & M. college has hit an
far fewer than they were, but we
can still secure special assignment to all-time record enrollment of 7,695.
the mountain troops for qualified can-

Home Made Candy
Fountain Service

Tommy Tucker, former J. C. busi
ness administration student is now a
fireman second class in the U. S.
Navy.
Tom Tucker served eight months
on the Palmyra Islands and off these
islands 'somewhere' served in a couple
of sea battles. On one leave from
the Palmyra Islands, Tucker, was al
lowed to fly to Pearl Harbor and
stay at the Royal Hawaiian Hotel;
there he saw what he later described
as the 'horror and destruction
wrought by war.'
Tucker is now again on sea duty.
He is with the Atlantic Fleet with
the Destroyer Service.

of the curricula above shall be dedidates, if they apply to us before
induction. We can also arrange the
assignment of men now in the En
listed Reserve, if they let us know
when they are to report for active
duty," the National Ski Association
of America further said in the bulle
tin.

Get your haircut at Bob's

Du Bois
Dry Cleaners

BOB'S BARBER SHOP

Harding and El Dorado

2008 Pacific Avenue

I

Telephone 5-5383
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LEROY'CHRISMAN

Congratulations to the Pacific
basketball team on their win over
Oakland Naval Reserve, 44-35. The
^aVy's first defeat, by the way.
\T0tes on the Rose Bowl: Every
body knew they'd win—they did !
Notes on the . East-West game:
yjest should have won, but lost by a
single point.
Governali really gave
an exhibition of class. Kennedy was
,instoppable at fullback for the West.
ALL-INTERNATIONAL
FOOTBALL TEAM
L. E—Stagg—Pacific, 52 years
-American.

All

TIGERS JUMP NAVY MEN
IN ROUGH CONTEST,44-35

VETERAN HOOPSTERS

Loomis, Alameda Star For
Sailors; Toomay High Man
By JACK ONYETT

Last Tuesday night witnessed the first major victory for
the College of Pacific basketball team, under the tutlege of
Coach Chris Kjeldsen, when thy defeated the highly-touted
Oakland Navy Reserve quintet 41 to 35 on the local courts,
in a game that was a hair-raiser from the first tip-off. The
Tiger five, displaying more fight-f
and spirit than in any other game
this season, gained the superior
ity early in the game with Don
Edwards and Jack Toomay doing
the scoring behind the sharp pass
ing of Clare Slaughter, Bud Chinchiolo and Ralph Netzer. The
Navy Team, with such former col
lege stars as Eddie Loomis, Bob
Almedia and Johnny Pollen, was
held to a standstill by the Tigers'
ball-hawking line of defense and
scored only eleven points the first
Clare Slaughter and Bob Nikkei—both stars on last year's half while the Tigers chalked up
twenty-two.

L. T.—Stalin—Russia, A ring of
steel on defense, can't be stopped on
offense.
L. G.—Laval—France, slippery as
an eel; runs interference fof Hitler.
C.—Rommel — Germany, xcally
sets around oi* offense and defense.
R. G.—Mr. Five by Five—U.S.A.
really built for a standing guard.
R. T.—Mahailovich—Yugoslavia,
plays like a guerilla, especially likes
to cut down Nazi interference.
excellent varsity, they are the nucleus of this year's quintet.
R. E.—Hirohito—Japan, especial
ly good on end arounds, and other
New president of the University of
sneak plays—known as a dirty player.
The Cal. Aggies (U. C. College
Q.—Roosevelt—U.S.A., has been Hawaii is Gregg M. Sinclair, 1912
of Agriculture at Davis) Juniors are
calling signals for the Ail-American graduate of the University of Minne
growing "facial alfalfa." The mas
team for the last 10 years.
sota.
culine
members started their attempt
L. H.—Hitler—Germany, great
to grow lush and prosperous foliage
est ball carrier in history—(only
The University of Michigan's phy
weakness can't seem to score a
yesterday morning at the start of the
sical hardening program has been gun.
touchdown).
R. H.—Mussolini—Italy, fastest made compulsory for all men stud
runner in history, but is punch-drunk ents.
The 1942-43 budget of the Uni
from blocking for Hitler.
versity of Wisconsin is $6,751,876.
F. — McArthur — U.S.A., really
Sweden s most famous conserva
rugged on defense, ask the Japs! tive student society, the Heimdal so
While on the subject — I should
Once he gets rolling he can't be stop ciety at Upsala University, has adop
mention that Mantoux tests for tuber
ped.
ted a change in regulations according culosis are now being given to the
Thought for today: Merry Christ to which Nazi sympathizers cannot
women students of the L. A. City
mas and a Happy New Year.
belong to the society.
College.

Buy Your

War Bonds and
Stamps

HOT SECOND HALF
The second half proved to be one
of long range shooting with Slaugh
ter doing most of the scoring with
his special long arching shots from
the guard position. "Corky" Ortez
found his eye in the second half and
scored five points in the short time
that he was in the game.
Loomis, Almedia, and Sween
ey got rolling for the Navy and
closed the score to' COP 32,
Navy 28 midway in the second
half and the game was in bal
ance at that point. But with
five minutes to go in the game
Ralph Netzer sank two field
goals in succession and started
the spark of the final rally that
ended in victory for the College
of the Pacific.
Jack Toomay was high man with
14 points, followed by Edwards with
9.
Coach Chris Kjeldsen deserves a
lot of credit for whipping his team
into shape and defeating a good team
as the Navy outfit.
PRELIM TIGHT
In the preliminary game, the Pacific
Blacks were nosed out by the Fuller
Cre^cenzi team from Lodi, in another
closely-fought game, score, Pacific 35,
Fuller Crescenzi 41. Playing for
the Blacks were George Kerr, Walt
Goldman, Perry Thornton, Joe Mendez, Dan Schroebele, John Camicia,
John Bush, Jim Fall, Milt French,
Cliff Smythe, and Rocek
C O P

Netzer
Edwards
Toomay
Slaughter
Chinchiolo
Ortez
Goldman
Nichol

At A. W. S. Victory Hut
Every Wednesday

FG FT P
2
1
5
.4
1
6
2
4
1

Loomis
Race
Ellis
Alameda
Forrest
Pollen
Reed
Sweeney

2

0
0
20
6 44
Naval Reserves
FG FT P
4
0
8
1
1
3
0
0
0
;5
0 10
0
0
0
2
1
5
1
0
2
2
1
5
15

"Sacrifice to Win"

3

—

<!et the urge

TO HELP PURGE

HITLER/

On Pacific Avenue

LINDBERG'S
TUXEDO BARBER
For satisfying haircuts

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS

GAIA-DELUCCHI
American'and Channel

NEWBY'S
BARBECUE
925 EAST
HARDING WAY
•

Fountain
Curb Service

35

ROSE PHARMACY
T H E REXALL DRUG STORE
Has a large assortment of up-to-date
magazines and toilet articles.
We fill prescriptions
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BULLDOGS ARE
HOSTS FOR
HOOP SERIES
Locals Favored In
Coming Games

CHINCHIOLO
IS STAR
PONY GUARD

San Jose Cockey Big-Shots
Pacific Here Tuesday Night

One of Stockton's All-Time
Greats Plays For Tigers

By JOHN EVANS
. . Coach Chris Kjeldsen's College
of Pacific basketball squad will
arrive in Fresno some time this
afternoon, wound up drum-tight
College of Pacific's Mgh-scoring, high-riding, high-class basketball team meets big-shot
for their series tonight and to
San
Jose State in the Pacific Gym Tuesday night, renews a hot old-time rivalry.
morrow night with Fresno State's
The Spartans will bring one of their finest quintets in years to Stockton, and according
Bulldogs.
The Bulldogs, isolated by the war
time travel emergency, have been
hard put to gather a schedule for
their basketball team. The series
against Pacific this week-end will
mark only the third and fourth con
tests for the Bulldogs.

TWO STARS
Fresno will court a team made up
around two outstanding intercolle
giate hoop players, Jim Molich and
Don Page.
Molich, besides being one of Fres
no State's outstanding casaba guards
in history, is also a L,ittle-Al!-Amer:
ca end and was high-scorer on the
Fresno adding machine football elev
en last fall.

to reports from their publicity de-"f
partment intend to trounce the Tigers
in saccrine revenge for the double
licking they took last year.

LITTLE TARZAN

"Bud" was co-caption of the titleholding Tarzans his final year after
playing three years for the local Prepsters. The first year was spent on
the "C", team, he being knee-high to
a grasshopper.

OTHER YEARS
Last year, Pacific, lead by Bob Nik
kei and,Clare Slaughter, drubbed the
Spartans soundly on the home court
and then travelled to San Jose sev
eral days later to overcome a ninepoint first half deficit and. eke out a
three point margin. It .yas the first
time in history the wayward locals
had swept a series with San Jose.
Tire Spartans, boasting a host of
returning and gilt-edged with innu
merable all-this and ail-that transfer
and high school stars, has made def
inite plans to reestablish San Jose's
precedent of superiority over the Col
lege of Pacific.

Bert Robinson, billed as the steady
ing influence of, and the hardest
fighting man on the Spartan quin
tet, though ailing from two game
knees which require the sheathing of
tape of all of both his legs, will
doubtless be one of the visitors'
standout performers here Tuesday.
Herm Zemaneck is a senior veter
an and lends needed, albeit slightly
awkward, height to the otherwise di
minutive squad.

At the present time he is the
shortest man on* the varsity
standing only 5 feet, 10 inches.
He isn't a midget but most of
his teammates are practically
giants. "Bud" is majoring in
physical education.
MARINE RESERVE

He enlisted two months ago in the
Marine Reserves and anytime they
call him, which probably won't be
long, he will be ready to go.

Until he leaves he will keep
playing first string for Chris.
As was stated before, he is a
great ball handler, and in addi
tion a dead-eye shot from any
spot on the hardware, brilliant
on defense, a hustler, a fighter,
and a scrapper. In other words,
"Bud" Chinchiolo is a truly
great basketball player.

Johnny Camicia—one of the finest ball-handlers on College of
Pacific's 1943 basketball team.

OFFICIAL SCORES
OF MURAL TEAMS
ARE RELEASED .

Omega Phi Has
Yule Party

Intramural standings for all the
teams in the entire schedule so
Surprisingly, the Spartan record
far completed were released last
ALL-STAR LINE-UP
reads almost as well as the team's week.
Nevertheless, College of Pacific press notices.
Official scoring follows:
will go into the ball game tonight POLLARD AND CO.
Archania
154
favored to sweej the series with
comparative ease. Their all-everything lineup of* Don Edwards, Corky
Ortez, Ralph Netzer, Jack Toomay,
Bud Chinchiolo and Clare Slaugh
ter, cannot fail to -give a good ac
count of itself.

Demurely, peacefully, smilingly,
popular Christian Kjeldsen awaits
the outcome.
At least 27 former students at
Tfxas A. & M. have been decorated
for their services in the armed forc
es in the current war.
Josephine Dillon, first
wife of
Clark Gable, is a dramatic coach at
Stephens college, Columbia, Mo.
At least 39 colleges and profes
sional schools have closed their doors
or merged ' with other institutions
since spring.
Dr. Martha Steffy Browne is be
lieved to be the first woman to hold
the title of economics instructor in
University of Cincinnati history.

BILL LUNT
UNION OIL
PRODUCTS
On Pacific Avenue

Thwarted in their first start with
a trouncing by All-American Jim
Pollard and his Alameda Coast
Guard mates, they rebounded splen
didly to knock down a minor service
team and then dump the University
of San Francisco in the Civic Audi
torium. This week-end, while the
Tigers are in the south visiting Fres
no State, the Spartans will take on
Hank Luisetti and the St. Mary's
Pre-flight team.
Coach Chris Kjeldsen, with his per
petual calm, gives the Spartans as
much chance to beat his beloved Ti
gers as any other team—no less, no
more.

(First tp championship in tennis)

Omega Phi
West Town
Dora
Rhizomia
East Town
Termites
Manor

154
124
74
70
10
5
0

SPECIAL

The Intramural department will
sponsor at Saturday morning play
period from 10:00 to 11:30 as long
as there is an interest.
Volley ball and basket ball, also
ping pong will be played. This is not
on a living group basis. This is a
chance for fun for everyone. All who
QUIET STATEMENT
He quietly states: "They've got a wish to have a good time come out.
lot of names. So have we. We FUTURE ON GOLF
could yell as loud as they do. After
The next intramural event is
the game's over, I'll tell you whether golf. A team of four men may
they're so good or whether they represent each mural group. The
aren't."
lowest three of the team will
Kjeldsen will start Don Edwards count. There is not credit for
and Corky Ortez at forwards, Bud a team of less than three men.
Chinchiolo and Clare Slaughter at count. There is no credit for
guards, Jack Toomay at center.
Remember the first Friday after

There will be a preliminary be
tween the Pacific Blacks and some
town team beginning at 7:15. The
main event will start at 8:30.

He graduated from Stockton Higl
school in February, 1940, and imjned
iately entered Stockton Junior Colleg,
to play more ball. He is now here

TARZAN CO-CAPTAIN

Page is an excellent center,
ballyhooed as a flawless man un
der the iron ring on both defense
Mainstays of the Spartans are
and offense. He is rated with
Marion Ackers, the giant pivot their returning lettermen Willie
who broke the Tiger back in last Gamboa, Herm Zemaneck, and
Bert Robinson. Willie Gamboa,
year's series.
Fresno's only two previous games this year's high-point man and big
were with Hammer Field, both of gun according to press releases,
which the Bulldogs lost by four is remembered here as the dark,
lightning-fast forward who spelled
points.
so much misery for last year's
COMPARATIVE SCORES
locals.
Hammer Field recently made their
AILING KNEES

debut in Stockton by barely beating
an undermanned, under-trained Air
field team by two points. However,
it has been stated that between the
time they barely beat the Airfield
and the time they walloped the
Bulldogs they added several players
of sterling calibre. At last report
they have a winning streak of seven
teen games straight.
Obviously, then, nothing can be
gleaned from the use Si comparative
scores as mean of prognostication.

"Bud" Chinchiolo is his hand!
and he is one of the best handler
on the top-notch Tiger basketbal
varsity this year. Corney.but true

World premiere of the two-piano j
adaptation of "Piano Concerto in A
Minor" by Edward Grieg was pre-,
sented recently at Georgia State Wo
men's college by Jacques Fray and
Mario Graggiotti.

Dr. Rupert Vance, research asso
ciate at the University of North Car
olina, believes the south will enter
The doors of Omega Phi Alpha a period of wide industrialization im
swung open New Year's Eve to nine mediately following the war.
ty-odd assentbled brothers and guests
Seventy-three students are holding
and amid the tooting of horns and
undergraduate cash scholarships for
whirlwinds of confetti Baby New
the 1942-43 school year at the Unb
Year, 1943 model, fully-equipped with
versify of Wisconsin.
war material and a victory gleam in
his eye was ushered in.
For many the dance was not only a
salute to the past year and the one
What's Doing Tonight?
to come but also somewhat in the
way of farewell — but this did not
lessen in any way the gayety which
Let's Go to the
pervaded the atmosphere.

SUPPER SERVED
Pre-midnight supper, buffet style,
was served in the traditional knottypine billiard"room at the house itself.
Under the direction of social chair
man Walt Goldman, the pledges pre
pared the house for the reception of
the New Year, and it came with all
the proverbial bang.
Radio singer Frank Sinatra at one
time studied civil engineering at
Stevens Tech.

STOCKTON
ICE RINK

Bring your Student Body
card for special rate

Lincoln at West Weber

GRAND
ICE
CREAM

vacation when the weather and
links permit is the golf tourna
ment.

The University of Pittsburgh has
adopted a physical education program
to prepare co-eds for service in the
WAACS and WAVES.

In a message addressed to the
young people of the United Nations,
hundreds of University of Cincinnati
students recently pledged to give full
support to the fight against fascism.

New students at Bluffton college
include a graduate of the University
of Paris and a Japanese transfer
student from the University of
Washington.

Hamilton college's huge indoor
hockey rink has sprouted a yearround, 300-yard obstacle course pat
terned after similar facilities at Army
camps and Navy stations'.

In spite of curtailments we still will be able to offer
suggestions for your desserts.
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